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 Securizarea Calculatoarelor și a Rețelelor
13. Implementarea tehnologiei firewall CBAC pentru protejarea
rețelei

Firewall Technologies
Who let the dogs… in?
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Firewalls


Original term..



Firewall: A system that enforces an access control policy
between networks.



A firewall must be:




Resistant to attacks (why?)
The only transit point (why?)
Responsible fo enforcing the access control policy
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Network access policies are implemented on firewalls that manage all
inbound connections

Benefits of firewalls
Can hide sensitive data
Prevent malicious data from entering a network
Can prevent exploits
Central point for implementing security policies
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Drawbacks of firewalls
A single firewall is also a single point of failure





Misconfiguration can make the entire network vulnerable

Many applications cannot be passed over a firewall
securely
Network performance slows down
Unauthorized traffic can be tunneled or hidden





Your users will constantly try to find new ways of
bypassing your firewall.
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Firewall flavors
Software-based






Simple applications that make software decisions about traffic
entering or leaving the machine they are running on
Suited for single computers or very small networks

Dedicated devices – hardware processing
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Cisco PIX
Cisco ASA

Types of firewalls: Packet filtering

Packet-filtering firewall (or stateless firewall)
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Has a limited ability to filter packets based on layer 3 and layer
4 information.
That’s right! Access lists!

Packet filtering pros and cons
Simple rules, easy to
implement and update
Low CPU requirements
Supported by all routers
Low cost
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Susceptible to IP spoofing
Complex ACLs are difficult
to maintain and update
Limited functionality
Stateless

Types of firewalls – Stateful firewall

Also monitors the state of connections





Initiation, data transfer, termination

Can detect abnormal connection behaviour that might
indicate attacks or exploits.
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Stateful firewalls pros and cons





More granular control for
packet filtering
Can defent against DoS
attacks
Offer more precise statistic
data
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They do not examine the
application-layer content
Not all protocols are
stateful (UDP, ICMP)

Types of firewalls – Application Layer Gateway






Also known as a “proxy firewall”
Also analyzes the application layer in its decisions
Control and filtering is mostly done in software
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Cisco’s dedicated solution
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Firewalls in network design


The simplest design:

LAN

Internet
Firewall



The DMZ design:
DMZ

LAN

Internet
Firewall
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Trust


Considering the second design, a firewall would have
three interfaces:






A “trusted” interface facing the local network (inside)
An “untrusted” interface connecting to the Internet (outside)
A “DMZ” interface

Usual policies:




No connections can be made from outside to the inside
The inside network can access the DMZ and the Internet
The DMZ can be accessed from the internet and the LAN
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The place for public services (DNS, HTTP, SMTP, etc)

The DMZ


The DMZ is intentionally exposed




For security reasons, the DMZ must not be allowed to
connect to the LAN.




Public services must be … publicly accessible

In case the DMZ is compromised, the internal network must
still be secured.

The firewall allows traffic to the DMZ, with restrictions
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Only permit necessary traffic, block everything else
Must detect abnormal usage of DMZ services (attacks,
exploits)

CBAC = Context-Based Access Control





Solution available within the Cisco IOS Firewall.
Intelligent TCP and UDP filter, inspects application layer
protocol and session information.
Stateful session tracking
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CBAC improvements


CBAC provides several improvements over established
and reflexive ACL rules:











Monitors TCP setup (three-way-handshake)
Tracks TCP sequence numbers
Inspects DNS queries and replies
Inspects ICMP message types
Supports applications that rely on multiple connections
Inspects embedded addresses (for NAT/PAT)
Inspects application-layer information

Based on timeouts for stateless protocols, to prevent spoofing.
CBAC is not intended to protect against internal threats.
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How does CBAC work?



Creates temporary openings in ACLs to allow valid traffic
replies back inside the network (like dynamic ACLs)
Unlike dynamic ACLs, CBAC tracks:




Application-layer protocol information
Connection state information

The state table adapts dynamically
 Inspection rules are applied only if the
packet passes the inbound ACL of the interface.
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CBAC operation example
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CBAC protocol operation


TCP handling


Each session is described and tracked by:








Packets are checked against the current state and discarded if they do
not comply.

UDP handling





Endpoint addresses and port numbers
Sequence numbers (including ACKs)
Flags

There is no trackable connection state
Traffic is allowed back in for a preconfigured time interval

Other IP protocols
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CBAC inspects protocols that negociate protocol numbers (FTP)
Other protocols, like GRE and Ipsec are treated in a connectionless
manner

CBAC inspection rules







CBAC firewall rules are called “inspection rules”
An inspection rule is applied to an interface with regards
to the direction of traffic (in/out), just like an ACL.
The rule must be configured to inspect all the required
protocols.
The Cisco Firewall engine recognizes illegal applicationspecific commands and can take several actions:
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Generate alert messages
Protect certain system resources
Block packets from possible attackers

CBAC and TCP-based DoS attacks



The connection state database is also used to determine
abnormal connections.
Three thresholds are provided by the Cisco IOS Firewall:







Total number of half-opened TCP sessions
Number of half-opened TCP sessions in a time interval
Number of half-opened TCP sessions for a certain host

If a threshold is exceeded, the firewall acts in one of two
ways:
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Starts sending reset messages to the oldest connections in the
table in order to free up resources
Temporarily blocks all SYN packets, to preserve resources

Before configuring CBAC: ACLs (again!)


Remember that traffic must pe permitted through the
interface ACL before it gets inspected by the CBAC rules.
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Configuring CBAC – inspection rules


An inspect rule can specify:





Generic protocols, like TCP, UDP, ICMP
Specific application-layer protocols

An inspection rule consists of a series of statements


Each statement of a rule has the same rule name and a specific
protocol to inspect.
R2(config)#ip
R2(config)#ip
R2(config)#ip
R2(config)#ip
R2(config)#ip
R2(config)#ip



inspect
inspect
inspect
inspect
inspect
inspect

name
name
name
name
name
name

FWRULE
FWRULE
FWRULE
FWRULE
FWRULE
FWRULE

bittorrent
edonkey
pop3
smtp
http
https

The firewall will inspect all TCP and UDP connections, but protocols in the
inspect rules will be enhanced – application-level analysis.
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Configuring CBAC – inspection rules options


Other options available for each entry:
R2(config)#ip inspect name FWRULE ssh alert on audit-trail on
timeout 3600
R2(config)#ip inspect name FWRULE irc alert off audit-trail off




The “alert” keyword controls syslog messages.
The “audit-trail” keyword builds an audit trail of the specified
events occuring in the firewall





A chronological sequence of audit records.

The “timeout” value overrides the default TCP and UDP
timeout values.
If unspecified, the “alert” and “audit-trail” values are set
accordingly to the following commands:
R2(config)#ip inspect audit-trail
R2(config)#no ip inspect alert-off
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Configuring CBAC (3) – Alerts and audits


CBAC has 2 types of logging functions: alerts and audits



Alerts – messages concerning CBAC operation








Alert on low resources
Alert on detected DoS attack
Enabled by default and displayed on the console. Disable with:
R(config)#ip inspect alert-off

Alert example: SMTP attack attempt:

%FW-4-SMTP_INVALID_COMMAND: Invalid SMTP command from initiator
(209.165.201.5:49387)
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Configuring CBAC (4) – alerts and audits






Audits keep track of connections inspected by CBAC.
Display messages when the router adds or removes an
entry from the state table.
The audit record gives basic statistical info about the
connection.
Disabled by default, enable with:
R(config)#ip inspect audit-trail



Example audit message for initiating a Telnet connection:
%FW-6-SESS_AUDIT_TRAIL: tcp session
initiator (192.168.1.2:32782) sent 22 bytes
responder (209.165.201.1:23) sent 200 bytes
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Configuring CBAC (5)


Applying the inspection rule to an interface:
R2(config)#int fastEthernet 0/0
R2(config-if)#ip inspect FWRULE in



General rules when applying ACLs and inspection rules:
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On the “inside” interface, use an ACL that permits only allowed
traffic to leave the network.
On the “outside” interface, use an ACL that permits the
required traffic, including the traffic to be inspected by CBAC.

Verifying CBAC
R2#show

ip inspect config

Session audit trail is enabled

Session alert is enabled
one-minute (sampling period) thresholds are [400:500] connections
max-incomplete sessions thresholds are [400:500]
max-incomplete tcp connections per host is 50. Block-time 0 minute.
tcp synwait-time is 30 sec -- tcp finwait-time is 5 sec
tcp idle-time is 3600 sec -- udp idle-time is 30 sec
dns-timeout is 5 sec
Inspection Rule Configuration
Inspection name FWRULE
bittorrent alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
edonkey alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
ftp alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
pop3 alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
smtp max-data 20000000 alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
http alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
https alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600

ssh alert is on audit-trail is on timeout 3600
irc alert is off audit-trail is off timeout 3600
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Windows Firewall
An entirely new approach to security
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Windows Firewall design and deployment
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Nope, just kidding :)
THE END!!!
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